Howdy,
Please allow me to address the issues mentioned in your letter to the editor of the Cowboy Chronicle:
I seem to remember that the Montado’s were only legal for mounted competition.
As of the December 2008 Territorial Governors Summit, the Ruger Montado (with the grip-enhancing grooves
removed) has been a LEGAL main match revolver for SASS Action shooting. Prior to that acceptance it was
only allowed for SASS Mounted shooting.
With the approval of that revolver, the SASS Firearms Covenants (modification rules) were amended to allow
the exchange of the Montado/Super Blackhawk-style hammers with the standard hammers on all revolvers.
• Ruger Super Blackhawk/Montado style revolver hammers (i.e. lowered and widened hammers) are
acceptable on both adjustable and fixed sight model revolvers.
SHB "Firearm Covenants" (p.4)
Because the Montado does not have a shucking rod the shooter was prying the empty brass out with her
fingernails and if that didn’t work she used a nail that was stuck in her hatband.
The standard Ruger Montado has an ejector rod. The shooter may have been using a revolver with the ejector
rod removed (a legal modification) OR a revolver manufactured without one (e.g. a "Sheriff/Storekeeper"
model) with a Montado/SBHK hammer installed.
…in the ad at the bottom of the page is the new Ruger SASS Vaquero. Well folks that sure looks like a Bisley
hammer on that shootin’ iron.
...but it is NOT...the Ruger SASS Vaquero is the newest version of the Montado. There IS a difference between
the Montado hammer and the Bisley hammer (see photo):

The Bisley hammer is wider across the entire top from the tip of the spur to the face.

Bisley revolver
Are the Montado, Runnin’ Iron and SASS Vaquero legal six shooters in non mounted competition now that
the Bisley hammer conversions have been banned?
Those three revolvers have been legal for Action shooting for the past year, as noted in the first paragraph.
(see specifications below)
The Bisley hammer conversions (without a Bisley grip frame...and vice versa) have never been 'legal' for SASS
Action shooting. The agenda item that failed to pass at the 2009 TG Summit would have lifted those
restrictions:
• Bisley style revolver hammers may only be used when mated with a Bisley style grip frame.
REVOLVER GRIP FRAMES
• Birdshead grip frames and grips may be installed on any SAA or its modern replicas but may not be
used with Bisley style hammers.
• Bisley style grip frames may only be used when mated with a Bisley style hammer.
SHB "Firearm Covenants" (p.8)
There is an old cowboy, we will call him Les Piddler and he wants to compete in a match in the Classic
Cowboy category and old Les is carrying a pair of Ruger old style Bisleys. They are legal to use in this
category even though they were not introduced by Colt until 1894. Ol’ Les can use a Bisley but he can’t use
an 1892 or 1894 rifle and can only use a hammered double and not an 1897 shotgun. Now lets suppose his
son, Little Piddler gets into the sport and like Ol Les he wants to shoot Classic Cowboy and he shows up with
a brand new shiny set of Ruger SASS Vaquero six guns with the “old west” styling that ain’t so old west
anymore.
Is Little Piddler shooting in the Classic Cowboy category legally?
YES
Is Les Piddler actually a Classic Cowboy competitor with the Bisley’s?
YES

CLASSIC COWBOY/COWGIRL
• Any Main Match fixed sight model revolver.
…
• Revolver calibers: .40 caliber rimmed cartridges or larger
SHB p.15
It seems to me that there needs to be some hard fast rules adopted as to the use of the Bisley style
hammer, whether factory produced or added on later, otherwise where do you draw the line?
The line HAS been drawn…and remains unchanged as of the 2009 Summit.
Kindest regards,

PaleWolf Brunelle, SASS Life #2495
************************************
* SASS Regulator
* SASS RO Committee
* SASS RO Level I&II Instructor

A high-gloss, stainless steel finish Vaquero® with lower and wider Montado-style hammer, 4.62"
barrels, and wider (.14") rear notch sights. Sold in a two-gun set with consecutive serial numbers
with "SASS" prefix, shipped together in a commemorative, red two-gun case.

